[Attempts at modification of the polyester vascular prosthesis].
Polyester vascular bilaterally velour prostheses produced by the Enterprise of Medical Products TRICOMED in Lodz were modified through: putting negative electric charge on the internal surfaces of prostheses; additional cleaning with ethanol; covering of the surfaces of prostheses with silicone preparation; two-sided covering of the surfaces of prostheses with collagen by the radiative method; covering of the surfaces of prostheses with chitosane. Laboratory investigations, investigations of hemolytic and toxic effects of aqueous as well as experimental investigations has been carried on piglets. During these investigations it was observed that the carried preparations caused multiple increase of electrical conductivity of proper and dry remnant after evaporation of the aqueous extracts. Hemolytic and toxic effects were not observed. In radiological and pathomorphological investigations it was observed that none of the preparations used for modification of vascular prostheses influenced improvement of their biological properties. In comparison with the initial prostheses DALLONR these prostheses evoked a greater reaction of tissues which was manifested with a thick internal layer causing narrowing of the lumen of the section with prosthesis or closing it. A small improvement of the biological properties of the prostheses were achieved after cleaning them with methanol. However, this improvement is so small that it does not justify changes in the existing technology.